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Answer two questions in total. Each question must be from a different section.
SECTION A
If you choose to answer from this section, answer one question only on the practitioner you
have studied.
At the start of your answer write the name of the work you have studied.

Matthew Bourne
1

Discuss how Bourne challenges contemporary attitudes whilst engaging a wide audience.

[30]

or
2

‘My company is known for being funny as well as moving’ (Bourne). Explain how this is realised in
performance.
[30]

Shobana Jeyasingh
3

Discuss the view that Shobana Jeyasingh structures her work with ‘angled formations’.

[30]

or
4

Explain the variety of techniques required to perform the fusion of dance styles in Jeyasingh’s
work.
[30]

Lloyd Newson
5

Discuss the view that Lloyd Newson’s choreography is ‘dance with dialogue’.

[30]

To what extent is Newson’s choreography motivated by his interest in psychology?

[30]

or
6
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SECTION B
If you choose to answer from this section, answer one question only on the practitioner you
have studied.
At the start of your answer write the name of the work you have studied.

Caryl Churchill
7

Discuss the use of historical contexts and attitudes in the plays of Caryl Churchill.

[30]

or
8

‘Churchill creates characters that appear uncomfortably familiar to us.’ What dramatic elements
does she use to create these characters?
[30]

Athol Fugard
9

‘Theatre is a very powerful agent for change’ (Fugard). Discuss how his plays reflect this aim.
[30]

or
10 Explain how form and structure determine the narrative in a play by Athol Fugard.

[30]

John Godber
11 ‘Theatre should not rely on a fancy set with a sofa and a French window’ (John Godber). Discuss
Godber’s reliance on other dramatic elements.
[30]
or
12 Evaluate Godber’s use of a range of stylistic influences in his work.
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SECTION C
If you choose to answer from this section, answer one question only on the practitioner you
have studied.
At the start of your answer write the name of the work you have studied.

John Adams
13 ‘Simple ideas, complex structures.’ Explain how Adams builds up large-scale compositions through
the use of small musical units.
[30]
or
14 John Adams describes his music as having an ‘American feel’. Analyse the evidence that supports
or contradicts this view.
[30]

The Beatles
15 ‘There is no way that a four-piece rock ‘n’ roll group could do them justice.’ Discuss the aspects of
The Beatles’ songs that would make it difficult for them to be performed in a live concert.
[30]
or
16 ‘The melody is more important than the structure of the song.’ Evaluate this view with reference to
the songs of The Beatles.
[30]

George Gershwin
17 ‘Not all Gershwin songs were written for the theatre but they all call for theatricality in performance.’
Discuss the techniques needed to perform a Gershwin song.
[30]
or
18 Analyse the relationship between the melody and other musical elements in the songs of George
Gershwin.
[30]
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